[Reference 1] Compensation (Damages caused by evacuation order etc.)
Target Cost

Category
Transportation within
the prefecture

Transportation

Transportation by
private car across the
prefecture
Transportation by
other means across
the prefecture

Accommodation

In case the cost on
the receipt is below
8,000 yen
In case the cost on
the receipt exceeds
8,000 yen

Contents of Compensation
5,000 yen per one time
and one person
(In case actual cost exceeds 5,000 yen,
compensation may be paid after verification

Standard cost at the
departure place and arrival
place per one car
Standard cost at the
departure place and arrival
place per person
(In case actual cost exceeds 5,000 yen,
compensation may be paid after verification

Actual expense

8,000 yen per night
(In case actual cost exceeds 8,000 yen,
compensation may be paid after verification

[Reference 2] Example of Request by a family (Damages caused by
evacuation order etc.)
[Family members]
- husband (office worker)

- wife (housewife)
- children 1
- children 2

[Evacuation
[Evacuation Status]
Status]
-- Stayed
Stayed in
in the
the gymnasium
gymnasium within
within the
the prefecture
prefecture for
for 55 months
months after
after
the
accident,
evacuating
from
the
house
in
the
evacuation
zone
the accident, evacuating from the house in the evacuation zone
-- Moved
Moved to
to and
and staying
staying in
in the
the temporary
temporary housing
housing
-- Monthly
Monthly income
income of
of the
the husband
husband was
was 270,000
270,000 yen
yen (No
(No income
income at
at
present)
present)

Evacuation Cost (moved twice within the prefecture)
Return Cost

husband

wife

children
1

children
2

○

○

○

○

(Request after returning to the house)

Compensation
(Test calculation according to the
standard of compensation)

Actual cost (40,000 yen)
－

Temporary Entry (Only husband participated)

○

－

－

－

Actual cost (10,000 yen)

Life and physical damages (Children 2 was injured)

－

－

－

○

Actual cost (-)

Damages of loss of work etc.

○

－

－

－

Actual cost (1,620,000 yen)

Mental damages ((120,000 yen x 5+100,000 yen * 1) /
person)

○

○

○

○

2,800,000 yen

Test Cost (human) (except for husband)

－

○

○

○

Actual cost (45,000 yen)

Test Cost (material)
Loss or reduction of property value etc.

(Request after checking the material)

－

Planned to be announced later

－

Compensation Cost (assuming the actual cost is
the same as the standard cost)

4,515,000 yen

Provisional Payment of Compensation
(appropriated for compensation: integrated)

2,200,000 yen

Payment amount for this time

2,315,000 yen

